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I
raq is a country paralyzed by fear.

Thirty months after the U.S. and Brit

ish invasion the country is getting

closer to civil war by the day. Ethnic

cleansing of Shia by Sunni death squads

has started in the south and west of Bagh-

dad. Insurgents control large parts of the

city at night. They lob mortar bombs at

will into the heavily fortified American,

British and Iraqi government headquarters

in the Green Zone.

The American and British govern-

ments seem disconnected from the terri-

ble  reality of Iraq. Tony Blair has said

that the time scale for withdrawal “is when

the job is done.” But stop any Iraqi in the

street in Baghdad and the great majority

says  the violence will get worse until the

U.S.A. and Britain start to withdraw. They

say that the main fuel of the Sunni Arab

insurrection is the U.S. occupation.

A deep crisis is turning into a poten-

tial catastrophe because President George

W. Bush and Tony Blair pretend that the

situation in Iraq is improving. To prove to

their own publics that progress is being

made they imposed on Iraq a series of ar-

tificial milestones, which have been

achieved but have done nothing to end the

ever-deepening  violence. The latest mile-

stone was the referendum on the new con-

stitution – the rules of the game by which

Iraq is to be governed – on which Iraqi

voted on October 15. The document was

rushed through with the U.S. and British

ambassadors sitting in on the negotiations.

The influential Brussels-based think tank,

the International Conflict Group, warns in

a very sensible report that because the five

million Sunni Arabs see the constitution

as legitimizing  the break up of the coun-

try the referendum will insure that “Iraq

will slide towards full-scale civil war and

dissolution.”

The real dilemmas facing the US and

Britain today in Iraq have been surpris-

ingly little discussed. Rancorous though

debates have been they revolve largely

around historical events: the decision to

go to war and the absence of Weapons of

Mass Destruction. Many supporters and

opponents of British involvement have

skirted the main issue – the reasons for

staying or pulling out – perhaps because

neither can work out what to do aside from

keeping their fingers crossed. “The Ameri-

cans should leave the cities and then the

country according to a time table negoti-

ated with the Iraqi government,” says

Mahmoud Othman, a veteran Iraqi politi-

cal leader. He argues that Iraqi Arabs in

general want the occupation to end. The

expressed intention of the U.S. to leave

will divide the fanatical sectarian killers

of al-Qaeda in Iraq from militant Sunni

nationalists. The need for the White House

to produce a fantasy picture of Iraq is be-

cause it dare not admit that it has engi-

neered one of the greatest disasters in

American history. It is worse than Viet-

nam because the enemy is punier  and the

original ambitions greater. At the time of

the invasion in 2003 the U.S.A. believed

it could act alone, almost without allies,

and win.

In this it has utterly failed. It has lost

1,900 Americans dead, 14,600 wounded

and still has only islands of control. It is a

defeat more serious than Vietnam because

it is a self-inflicted like the British inva-

sion of Egypt to overthrow Nasser in 1956.

But by the time of the Suez crisis the Brit-

ish Empire was already on its deathbed.

The disaster was only a final nail in its

coffin. A better analogy is the Boer War,

at the height of British imperial power,

when the inability of its forces to defeat a

few thousand Boer farmers damagingly

exposed Britain’s real lack of military

strength and diplomatic isolation.

From the beginning it was a strange

war for the U.S. to fight. President George

Bush Sr. led a vast UN-backed coalition

to a conclusive victory in the Gulf War in

1991 largely because he fought a conserva-

tive war to return the Middle East to its

situation prior to the invasion of Kuwait.

It was a status quo to which the world was

accustomed and whose maintenance was,

therefore, supported internationally and in

the Middle East.

What his son George W. Bush did
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twelve years later in 2003 was far more

radical. It was nothing less than an attempt

to alter the balance of power in the region

and hence in the world. The U.S.would

take control of a country with great oil

reserves. It would assume quasi-colonial

control over a country that fifteen years

previously had been the greatest Arab mili-

tary power. Why did the U.S. do it? One

Iraqi leader, who has met frequently with

President George W. (dot) Bush, attributes

many of the bizarre events of the last three

years to him. “What a strange man,” he

exclaimed. “Not stupid but very, very

strange.” This strangeness and separation

from reality became more evident as the

conflict escalated. The debate on why the

U.S.A. invaded Iraq has been over-sophis-

ticated. The main motive for going to war

was that the White House thought it could

win such a conflict very easily and to its

own great advantage.

These were heady times in Washing-

ton at the beginning of 2002, as the final

decisions were being taken on invading

Iraq. It was the high tide of imperial self-

confidence. The U.S.had just achieved a

swift victory in Afghanistan. The Taliban

forces had evaporated after a few weeks

of bombing by B-52s and the withdrawal

of Pakistani support. Its strongholds in

Kabul and Kandahar fell with scarcely a

shot fired. There seemed no reason why

Saddam Hussein should not be defeated

with equal ease. His army was a rabble,

his heavier weapons such as tanks and ar-

tillery obsolete and ill maintained. Iraq

was exhausted by UN sanctions. Ironi-

cally,  if   Bush and Tony Blair had truly

believed that the Iraqi leader possessed the

military strength sufficient to pose a threat

to the Middle East through weapons of

mass destruction they would probably not

have attacked him. They were right to sus-

pect he could not put up a fight. A few

years earlier I had watched a military pa-

rade in Baghdad from a distance. A well-

disciplined column of elite infantry

marched past Saddam, standing on a raised

platform near the triumphal arch of crossed

swords commemorating victory over Iran

in 1988. All the soldiers appeared to be

wearing smart white gloves. Only when I

got closer did I realize that the Iraqi army

was short of gloves, as it was of so many

other types of equipment, and the soldiers

were wearing white sports socks on their

hands.

Few governments can resist a short

victorious war that will boost their stand-

ing at home. It enables them to stand tall

as defender of the homeland. Domestic

political opponents can be portrayed as

traitors or lacking in patriotism. The Bush

administration had been peculiarly suc-

cessful in wrapping the flag around it af-

ter 9/11 and later during war in Afghani-

stan. It intended to do the same thing in

Iraq in the run-up to 2004 Presidential

election.

Washington made little effort to un

derstand the country. The White

House and the Pentagon felt that no great

knowledge was needed. The State Depart-

ment, which did know something of Iraq,

was pushed aside and ignored. Among

U.S.-policy makers there was a mood of

extraordinary arrogance. Had they looked

at Iraq more closely they would have no-

ticed that it had an unnerving resemblance

to Lebanon. The country is a mosaic of

communities. There is an old Iraqi prov-

erb that says: “Two Iraqis, three sects.” At

first sight, Iraq under Saddam Hussein

looked like an Eastern European autocracy

during the zenith of Communism. A bru-

tal state appeared to monopolize power.

But this was never so in Iraq. Iraqis have

a web of loyalties often superior to any

allegiance they owe the state. First,  there

are the three great communities of Sunni

and Shia Arabs and the Kurds. But Iraqis

also feel intense loyalty to tribe, clan, ex-

tended family, city, town and village.

Saddam Hussein’s regime was too bru-

tal and its security forces too efficient to

be overthrown, but his power was always

contested. He was never able to suppress

the Kurds who were in almost permanent

rebellion for half a century. They were re-

peatedly able to destabilize the country.

When U.S. troops began to spread out into

the countryside after the fall of Baghdad

they made a surprising discovery. Most

people were armed, often with high-pow-

ered modern weapons. Saddam Hussein

was reduced to introducing a buy-back

program in the early 1990s to cut down

on the amount of heavy weapons in the

country. Even so his officials in southwest

Iraq were astonished when a tribe turned

up with three tanks – presumably pur-

loined during the Iran-Iraq war – which

they were prepared to turn over for a size-

able sum of money.

The complexities of Iraqi politics and

society do not end there.

For instance, in September the govern-

ment in Baghdad was trumpeting the cap-

ture by the Iraqi army backed by U.S.

forces of the northern city of Tal Afar, west

of Mosul,  from the insurgents. From a

distance it sounds simple: government

wins, resistance loses. The reality was

more complex. The 200,000 people of Tal

Afar are mostly Turkmen, distantly related

to the Turks. The area in which the city

stands is Kurdish. Furthermore,  the

Turkmen of Tal Afar are 70 per cent Sunni,

who sympathize with the Sunni Arab in-

surgents, and 30 per cent Shia who sup-

port the mostly Shia and Kurdish central

government in Baghdad. The Sunni

Turkmen, making up most of the 683 de-

tained by the U.S. and the Iraqi army in

the city, claim that the U.S. forces are be-

ing manipulated by the Kurds and Shia

Turkmen anxious to assert their power in

this disputed region.

At first the US did not believe that the

complexities of Iraqi politics mattered

much. Paul Bremer, a supposed expert on

counter-terrorism,  caught the eye of Presi-

dent Bush and was made U.S. viceroy.

Much maligned in retrospect, Bremer

showed little grasp of the reality of Iraqi

politics. But then neither did his masters

in Washington. He took months to realize

that the most powerful man in the country

was an aging Shia cleric called Grand

Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani living in a house

in an alleyway in the holy city of Najaf.

Already staggering under the impact of
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One Iraqi leader, who has met frequently with
President George W. Bush, attributes many
of the bizarre events of the last three years
to him. “What a strange man,” he exclaimed.
“Not stupid but very, very strange.”

armed resistance by the five million Sunni

Arabs, the U.S. dared not provoke a re-

bellion by the 15-16 million Shia of Iraq.

Bremer may not even have been the

worst American imperial governor over

the last century. In 1943, in recently cap-

tured Naples the U.S. commander Gen.

Mark Clark dined off exotic fish looted

from the city aquarium and appointed

Lucky Luciano, the New York mafia boss,

as a senior civilian adviser. In defense of

Bremer it could be said he was not alone

in underestimating ethnic and sectarian

divisions in Iraq. Iraqi opposition leaders

in exile in the 1990s believed sincerely that

Saddam Hussein had fomented such

antagonisms. Deprived of the dictator’s

malign leadership, so they argued, Iraqis

would peaceably work out understandings

with each other. I always noticed, how-

ever, that optimistic Iraqi friends who

downplayed sectarianism in Iraq always

knew who was a Shia and who was a Sunni

just as accurately as people in Belfast are

aware which of their neighbors is a Prot-

estant and which a Roman Catholic. In

reality relations between Sunni, Shia and

Kurd have always shaped Iraqi politics.

In 1919, two years after the British

capture of Baghdad from the Turks, a far-

sighted British official called Arnold

Wilson, the civil commissioner, warned

that the creation of a new state out of Iraq

was a recipe for disaster. He said it was

impossible to weld together Shia, Sunni

and Kurd, three groups of people who de-

tested each other. Wilson told the British

government that the new state could only

be “the antithesis of democratic govern-

ment.” This was because the Shia major-

ity rejected domination by the Sunni mi-

nority, but “no form of government has yet

been envisaged which does not involve

Sunni domination.” The Kurds in the

north, whom it was intended to include in

Iraq “will never accept Arab rule.”

All very true,  and Wilson was cer-

tainly more clear sighted and better in-

formed than  Bremer 85 years later. But

Wilson, like Bremer, got Iraq wrong. The

year after he wrote the insightful passage

above the tribes in the center  of the coun-

try, mostly Shia, rose in revolt. By the time

it was suppressed the British and Indian

troops had lost 2,269 dead and wounded

and the Iraqis an estimated 8,450 dead. The

uprising created a potent myth for Iraqi

nationalists. It saw tentative joint action

by Sunni and Shia. They even held joint

religious services. Wilson and several

highly informed British officials in Bagh-

dad at the time had underestimated the fact

that, however much Shia and Sunni dis-

liked each other, they hated the British

even more. The point is important because

the fragmentation of Iraq is so evident to-

day that it is easy to forget that Sunni and

Shia Arabs, even when on the verge civil

war, also see themselves as sharing an Iraqi

identity.

There is a dangerous cliché to the ef-

fect that “Iraq was never a real country.”

If repeated often enough it might become

a reality. It has long been true for the Kurds

who want to have their own independent

state to which they have every right. Up

to now,  at least the Sunni and Shia have

had several identities of which one is

strongly Iraqi. This helps explain one of

the mysteries of the last two-and-a-half

years.

Why did the insurrection against the

U.S. occupation gather pace so rapidly?

Self assured to the point of folly, the U.S.

administration made mistake after mis-

take. Within a few months it created a sym-

not like foreign rule or occupation any

more than the people of any other coun-

try. The vast majority of them did not sup-

port Saddam Hussein. By and large they

did not fight for him. They do not feel the

military victors had any rights over them

as Germans or Japanese may have done

in 1945. Above all Iraqis knew that the

British had promised freedom after the

defeat of the Turks in 1917 and the U.S.A.

after the overthrow of Saddam Hussein in

2003, and in neither case was the promise

kept.

Strangely the Americans and the Brit-

ish never seem to have understood the

extent to which the occupation outraged

Iraqi nationalism, though anger might take

a different form in the Sunni and Shia com-

munities. In Sunni areas anybody resist-

ing the occupation – including bigoted and

fanatical Sunni groups – could expect a

degree of protection. Former members of

the Baath party and the security services

– never popular institutions in Iraq – may

have provided a skeleton organization for

the resistance. But this would not have

pathetic environment for the insurgents.

U.S. soldiers stood by and allowed Bagh-

dad – and every other city – to be looted

and state institutions from hospitals to li-

braries destroyed. The Iraqi army and se-

curity services were dissolved in May

2003 providing well-trained military ex-

perts for the insurgency. Members of the

Baath party were forced out of their jobs.

This included teachers and doctors who

had to join the party to keep their jobs.

Towards the end of that year I visited

Hawaija, a Sunni Arab town in western

Kirkuk province, where the pro-American

mayor told me he would have to close the

local hospital because so many of the doc-

tors were being fired because of their party

membership.

It was three years after the British army

captured Baghdad in 1917 that there was

the first serious rebellion. In the case of

the U.S. occupation in 2003 the rebellion

started in three months. But the two up-

risings have a point in common. Iraqis do

been enough to mount a widespread up-

rising if it had not enjoyed popular sup-

port. A private poll conducted  in Febru-

ary 2005 for the Coalition, in effect the

U.S.A. and Britain, showed that 45 per

cent of Iraqi Arabs supported armed at-

tacks on the Coalition forces.

For the first time in Iraq resistance

groups sharing the same ideology as al-

Qaeda were able to flourish. Many Sunni

did not like them but they loathed the

Americans even more. It is significant that

al-Qaeda was not able to launch an effec-

tive guerrilla war against the government

and its American allies in Afghanistan,

where Osama bin Laden had long been

based, after the overthrow of the Taliban

in 2001. It was in Iraq, from where Saddam

Hussein had long excluded them, that they

found a welcome. In August 2003, there

began the most sustained suicide bomb-

ing campaign in history. The bombers may

have been mostly pious young men from

Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan and Syria, but
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It was three years after the British army
captured Baghdad in 1917 that there was
the first serious rebellion. In the case of
the U.S. occupation in 2003 the rebellion
started in three months.

their organization  is Iraqi. It is they who

provide the explosives, vehicles, safe

houses and intelligence. Merciless and di-

rected primarily against civilians, the sui-

cide bombing has proved savagely effec-

tive in demoralizing and destabilizing the

country.

Presumably to the American and Brit-

ish officials sequestered in the Green Zone

the day-to-day friction between Iraqis and

the occupation forces was not visible. But

for anybody living in Baghdad in 2003 and

2004 the ferocity of Iraqi Arab hatred for

the occupation was very evident. Local

people would dance and rejoice when a

bomb or a rocket hit an American vehicle.

The U.S.was outraged in the spring of

2004 when the burned bodies of four

American contractors were hung from a

bridge in Fallujah but they were mutilated

not by the insurgents who killed them but

by townspeople, day laborers waiting by

the road for a job. The same savage joy

was visible on the faces of the Shia crowd

setting fire to a British armored vehicle in

Basra on September 19 this year.

There should be nothing surprising

about the unpopularity of the occupation.

How many occupations have been popu-

lar?  Even Robespierre, no shrinking vio-

let when it came to inflicting violence on

others, pointed out to fellow French revo-

lutionaries occupying foreign lands that

“nobody likes armed missionaries.” Sol-

diers do not make good neighbors. People

in the U.S. and Western  Europe are often

starry-eyed about what sort of people be-

come soldiers. Often it is the unemployed,

poorly educated or young men simply ea-

ger to stay out of prison. In garrison towns

across Britain local pubs are often reluc-

tant to allow soldiers to enter on the

grounds they will get drunk and break the

place up. It is seldom popular to say this

openly. The Duke of Wellington frankly

declared on several occasions that his sol-

diers were “the scum of the earth” and

never lived it down. He justified flogging

on the grounds that it was the only way to

deter his soldiers from looting or mistreat-

ing civilians. It is not an attitude likely to

appeal to U.S. generals. Their men – along

with dubious foreign contractors – enjoy

legal immunity under Iraqi law if they

shoot an Iraqi.

The anarchy into which Iraq plunged

at the time of the fall of Saddam Hussein

– and has never re-emerged – cannot all

be blamed on American failures. Iraqis are

suspicious of central authorities. The far-

sighted Captain Wilson observed that three

quarters of the Iraqi population were tribal

and unused to obeying any government.

On the eve of World War I, a tribe on the

lower Euphrates had a chant which stig-

matized the government in Baghdad as “a

flabby serpent which has no venom; we

have come and seen it. It is only in past

times that it kept us in awe.” Attitudes have

not changed very much in the years since.

Under the impact of UN sanctions in

the 1990s the Iraqi economy collapsed.

Millions of people saw their standard of

living plummet. They were prepared to do

any job, commit any crime to survive. The

bedouin tradition of looting has never died

away in Iraq. Iraqis looted Kuwait in 1990

of anything they could steal, from mobile

cranes to wedding dresses. I was staying

in the al-Rashid hotel in Baghdad at the

time where lobster suddenly appeared on

the menu fresh from the deep freeze of a

hotel in Kuwait. During the Kurdish civil

became a feeding trough for politically

well-connected U.S. companies and indi-

viduals. Even the Baghdad stock exchange

could not reopen because the American in

charge was a bemused 24-year-old who

had the job because of his family’s con-

nection with the Republican Party .

Given that the Americans are probably

no stupider or more crooked than anybody

else why was the occupation regime so

dysfunctional? The answer is probably that

the senior U.S. officials who ran Iraq owed

their positions to the exigencies of Ameri-

can not Iraqi politics. They knew how to

function in Washington but not in  Bagh-

dad. If they failed to deliver a better life

to Iraqis their careers suffered no damage,

but if they displeased the White House

they were fired.

The U.S.A. in Iraq had a second fatal

weakness. The White House had begun the

war thinking it would win an easy victory.

It hoped by this means to consolidate its

war in the north in 1996, some 5,000 cars

were stolen in Arbil city in a single day.

The looting of Baghdad – and every other

city in Iraq – in 2003 was part of this same

predatory tradition.

Many Iraqis welcomed the fall of

Saddam Hussein because he had

ruined their lives. He had started two dis-

astrous wars, against Iran in 1980 and

Kuwait in 1990. Hundreds of thousands

of Iraqis were killed and wounded. The

country’s great oil wealth was spent on

weapons. In the 1990s UN sanctions

wholly impoverished the country. Iraqis

believed they should have been living like

the Saudis and instead they had the stand-

ard of living of Sudan. As the U.S. tanks

rolled into Baghdad they hoped their lives

would now get better. Instead they got

worse. There was no return to normality

as they hoped but a continuing lack of elec-

tricity, water and, above all, personal se-

curity. The billions supposedly spent by

the US – much of it Iraqi oil money – pro-

duced almost no benefits. The country

political power at home. I do not mean that

the administration launched the war purely

in order to gain or keep control of Presi-

dency and both houses of Congress. But

if the Republican leaders had suspected

that its venture in Iraq would dent their

political dominance in the U.S.  then surely

they would not have become embroiled.

But once having intervened in Iraq the

decisions they took made sense as part of

the administration’s domestic political

agenda but not in terms of Iraqi politics.

As the U.S. intervention in Iraq soured

in the summer of 2003,  the White House

began to worry about its impact on the

presidential election the following year. It

needed to show to American voters that

progress was being made in Iraq. The re-

sult was an artificial timetable of events

that could be sold – above all to the U.S.

media – back home as a sign that the U.S.

had a policy and would stick to it.

By November 2003,  the White House

announced that direct U.S. rule would end

the following year. Sovereignty would be

handed over to an Interim Iraqi govern-



ment in the summer of 2004. Later it de-

cided that elections would be held in Janu-

ary 2005, a constitution drafted and sub-

mitted to a referendum and then fresh elec-

tions held by the end of the year. These

plans were presented somewhat hypocriti-

cally as the long-term fruit of U.S. policy.

In reality, when Grand Ayatollah al-Sistani

had first demanded free elections,  U.S.

officials had objected citing technical dif-

ficulties, saying a census was first neces-

sary. The real motive was that the U.S. did

not want to see the Shia religious parties,

some heavily influenced by Iran, come to

power. But as the Sunni Arab guerrilla war

gathered strength in late 2003 and early

2004,  the U.S.could not afford to offend

the Shia as well as the Sunni. Sistani got

what he wanted. The Middle East was on

its way to seeing the first Arab state run

by the Shia since the Fatimid dynasty in

Egypt fell 800 years ago.

It was extraordinary to watch the U.S.

occupation unravel. In the first year and a

half of the war it was still possible to drive

out of Baghdad and talk to people in Sunni

Arab towns and villages. From early days

they were full of rage against the Ameri-

can army. U.S. generals seemed to pride

themselves on their ignorance of local cus-

toms. Many innocent farmers were being

shot dead. They often died because when

they heard a loud knocking on their door

in the middle of the night they would open

it with a gun in their hand. This was be-

cause, ever since the Saddam Hussein

closed the banks in 1990 and the Iraqi di-

nar collapsed in value, Iraqis kept their

money at home and in hundred dollar bills.

Even a modest household might have

$20,000 in cash, perhaps the life savings

of an extended family. Farmers feared rob-

bers and were usually armed. When a U.S.

soldier knocked at the door of a house in

the middle of the night and saw an armed

Iraqi in front of him he would open fire.

It was typical of the cast of mind of

the U.S. army at this time that they thought

they had dealt with questions about the

number of Iraqi civilians being killedby

simply not counting them. This might have

public relations advantages in the U.S.A.

– though even this was dubious - but Ira-

qis knew how many of their people were

being killed. And this was in a country

where the tribal tradition is that a man must

seek vengeance against the killer of any-

body related to him over five generations.

American soldiers on the ground eventu-

ally came to understand if they acciden-

tally killed an innocent Iraqi then they

would be the targets of a retaliatory attack

a few days later.

The U.S. military commanders and

their civilian equivalents were in a state

of denial in Baghdad. Every few days they

would hold press briefings, in which they

would describe the insurgents as either

foreign fighters or the remnants of Saddam

Hussein’s regime, the ‘bitter-enders’ in the

words of Donald Rumsfeld, the U.S.

Defense Secretary. Every escalation in at-

tacks was described as the insurgents’ last

desperate convulsion. The chasm between

this rosy picture of the war and the bloody

reality became ever deeper. One day I

heard a rumor that there was an uprising

in Baiji, a Sunni Arab oil-refining town

north of Baghdad. The U.S. military had

not said anything about it. When I got

there, I found the police station and the

mayor’s office burned out and the police

fled. Thousands of people were on the

streets chanting pro-Saddam slogans and

setting fire to Turkish fuel trucks that they

claimed were stealing Iraqi oil.

During that first year after the fall of

Saddam Hussein reporting Iraq was

not as dangerous as it later became. When

nothing was happening in Baghdad,  I used

to drive west along the highway to Fallujah

where I ate in a restaurant on the main

street called Haj Hussein because my

driver said it served some of the best ke-

bab in Iraq. Local people were helpful.

They said they saw journalists as neutral

or possible allies in their struggle against

the occupation.

I did not realize at the time that an

important change was about to happen. It

seemed to me that the absurd optimism of

the U.S. military briefings in Baghdad and

statements from the White House were

bound to be exposed by events. The U.S.A.

increasingly controlled only parcels of ter-

ritory in Iraq in the months before the U.S.

Presidential election in 2004.

But President Bush’s campaign had

received an unexpected ally in the shape

of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the leader of

al-Qaeda in Iraq. His brand of religious

militancy held that all foreigners includ-

ing journalists were spies. I soon became

the only non-Iraqi eating in the Haj

Hussein. When I came into the main din-

ing room, (comma) the other diners looked

more and more suspicious about who I

was. The last time I visited the manager

pointedly seated me in an empty room

upstairs. A few months later a U.S. plane

bombed and destroyed the restaurant.

Thanks to Zarqawi,  the American and

British media could not chronicle the de-

teriorating military position of the U.S.A.

in the lead up to the presidential election.

In September 2004 Iyad Allawi, the in-

terim Iraqi prime minister, claimed dur-

ing a visit to Washington that 14 or 15 out

of 18 Iraqi provinces were “completely

safe”. Every foreign journalist in Iraq

knew that this was untrue but we could

not prove it without being kidnapped or

killed.

Back in Baghdad the U.S. generals at

their daily briefings in the Convention

Center  in the Green Zone were refusing

to admit that Iraq was out of control. They

must have believed their own propaganda,

which would explain why they were send-

ing convoys of vulnerable fuel tankers

through guerrilla-controlled territory.

The danger of reporting in Iraq made

it easier for the U.S. and the Iraqi  govern-

ments to pretend that progress was being

made. To take one example, in November

2004 the U.S. Marines assaulted and cap-

tured Fallujah, a victory widely covered

by embedded correspondents. But as the

assault began the insurgents rose up in

Mosul, the northern capital of Iraq, cap-

tured 30 police stations and great quanti-

ties of arms and ammunition. The 3,000-

strong Iraqi police force went home or

changed sides. The event was hardly noticed

by the outside world because there were no

embedded reporters to write about it.

A diminishing number of Iraqis were

hopeful each time the U.S. and its Iraqi

allies announced that some new hurdle on

the road to democracy and prosperity has

been overcome. In June 2004,  Allawi’s

interim government supposedly took over

from the occupation authorities, though

many of the ministers were chosen by the

U.S. and UN envoys Robert Blackwill and

Lakhdar Brahimi. Violence lessened for a

few weeks and then intensified. The same

thing happened after the elections in Janu-

ary this year when the Shia and the Kurds

won a majority, and the Sunni boycotted

the poll. After prolonged negotiations a

government was formed by Ibrahim al-

Jaafari, the prime minister. A few months

later the Shia and Kurds, but not the Sunni,

agreed a draft constitution to be put to a

referendum on October 15.

These developments were  necessar-

ily bad per se but they were grossly over-

sold and pushed through at high speed to
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impress the American and British publics.

They were not the solutions they purported

to be. All raised excessive expectations at

home and abroad. The election in Janu-

ary, for instance, was important because

Shiah and Kurds could at last vote. But

since the Sunni, the only Iraqi community

in revolt, boycotted the poll it was never

likely to impress the insurgents.

The constitution – the rules of the

game for the new Iraqi state – contains

federal status for the Kurds, which they

have long demanded. Grand Ayatollah

Sistani says Shia should vote for it. At the

same time Sunni Imams in Baghdad were

telling their congregations to vote against

the constitution because it dissolves the

Iraqi state. Some of them ended their ser-

mons with cries of support for the

Mojahedin .

Discrediting all of these much-trum-

peted political developments in the eyes

of Iraqis is that their lives are not getting

better. The government is notoriously cor-

rupt. Nobody seems to be in charge. There

is still very high unemployment in the cit-

ies. Electricity has been running four hours

on, two hours off in the capital for the last

fortnight. At the height of the summer sup-

ply was far less. Meanwhile kidnapping

remains rife. And every few days the sui-

cide bombers make their savage on-

slaughts and the mood among Iraqis is one

of edgy despair.

It is not difficult to see why. Stendhal

says in Memoirs of an Egotist  that when

he visited a city or town he tried to iden-

tify the ten prettiest girls, the ten richest

men,  and the ten people who could have

him executed. He would have had his work

cut out in Baghdad. Veils increasingly con-

ceal girls’ faces, the rich have fled the

country, and almost anybody can have you

killed.

To give a picture of present day Bagh

dad, surely the most dangerous city

in the world, it is worth explaining in de-

tail why a modern day Stendhal would be

in trouble if he tried to identify any of the

three categories he mentions. Iraqi women

used to enjoy more freedom than almost

anywhere else in the Muslim world aside

from Turkey. Iraq was a secular state after

the overthrow of the monarchy in 1958.

Women had equal rights in theory, and this

was also largely true in practice. These

rights were eroded in the final years of

Saddam Hussein as Iraqi society became

increasingly Islamic. Now, under the con-

stitution negotiated with the participation

of the American and British ambassadors,

women will legally become second-class

citizens in much of Iraq.

About three-quarters of the girls leav-

ing their school at lunchtime in central

Baghdad now wear headscarves. The rea-

son is generally self-protection. Those who

are genuinely religious conceal their hair

and these are in a minority. The others fear

religious zealots. There is also a belief that

kidnappers, the terror of every Iraqi par-

ent, may be less likely to abduct a girl

wearing a headscarf because they will be-

lieve she comes from a traditional family.

This is not because of any religious scru-

ples on the part of a kidnap gang but be-

cause they think that old-fashioned fami-

lies are likely to belong to a strong tribe.

This tribe will seek vengeance if one of

its members is abducted, a much more

frightening prospect for kidnappers than

any action by the police.

The life of women has already become

more restricted because of the violence in

Baghdad. Waiting outside the College of

robbers would know they have money.

“Some 5,000 people were kidnapped be-

tween the fall of Saddam Hussein and May

2005,” says the former Human Rights

Minister Bakhtiar Amin. The real figure

is far higher since most people do not re-

port kidnappings to the police.

In the aftermath of the fall of Bagh-

dad the better off were hopeful that Iraq’s

long night was coming to an end. Many

rich Iraqis living abroad came home. They

did not stay long. Today they see Iraq

breaking up under the new constitution.

“Federalism is a disaster,” says Hussein

Kubba, an articulate businessman who

lived in Iraq under Saddam Hussein. “It is

a recipe for the disintegration of Iraq and

more bloodshed.” A Shiah himself,  he

dreads the idea of legislation being vetted

by the clergy. He says it is too late for him

to leave but his sons are being educated

abroad.

The executioners, the last category of

people on Stendhal’s list, are all too clearly

in over-supply in Iraq. These are the peo-

ple who can order a killing,  and they are

Sciences in Baghdad at the beginning of

the academic year was a 20-year-old biol-

ogy student called Mariam Ahmed Yassin

who belonged to a well-off family. She

was expecting a private car, driven by

somebody she trusted, to take her home.

Her fear was kidnapping. She said: “I

promised my mother to go nowhere after

college except home and never to sit in a

restaurant.” Her father, a businessman, had

already moved to Germany. She volun-

teered: “I admire Saddam very much and

I consider him a great leader because he

could control security.”

Mariam’s father is part of a great exo-

dus of business and professional people

out of Iraq. If Stendhal was looking for

the ten richest people in Iraq he would be

wise to start his search in Jordan, Syria or

Egypt. The richer districts of the capital

have become ghost towns inhabited only

by trigger-happy security guards. In some

parts of Baghdad real estate prices have

fallen by half in the last six months. Well-

off people want to keep it a secret if they

do sell a house because kidnappers and

very active. Even during a quiet day as

many as 40 bodies may turn up at Bagh-

dad morgue, dead at the hands of U.S. sol-

diers, insurgents, Iraqi army and police,

bandits, kidnappers, robbers or simply

neighbors who settled a dispute with a gun.

At one time assassins put up notices in a

Baghdad street market advertising their

services at the cost of a few hundred dol-

lars.

Ordinary U.S. soldiers can shoot any

Iraqi by whom they feel threatened with-

out fear of the consequences. With suicide

bombers on the loose the soldiers feel

threatened all the time,  and most Iraqis

feel threatened by them. The Iraqi police

general in charge of the serious crimes

squad was shot through the head by an

American soldier who mistook him for a

suicide bomber. The distinguished head of

al-Nahrain university was dangerously

wounded in the stomach, probably by pri-

vate security contractors, when his vehi-

cle got too close to theirs. The head of pro-

tocol of President Jalal Talabani was not

with him when he visited Washington re-

Under the constitution negotiated with the
participation of the American and British
ambassadors, women will legally become
second-class  citizens in much of Iraq.
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cently to see President Bush. Instead he

was in a Baghdad hospital with a broken

arm and leg after a U.S. Humvee rammed

his vehicle on the airport road.

So many people are being killed in Iraq

every day for so many reasons that the

outside world has come to ignore the

slaughter,  and Iraqis themselves are al-

most inured to it. The death of a thou-

sand people in a stampede during a reli-

gious festival in September was only a

one-day-wonder abroad. Iraqis are more

likely to suffer violence from criminals

than the U.S. army, the insurgents or the

Iraqi army. The inability of the police to

protect people from crime has led to pro-

found cynicism about the government.

Most Iraqis see the state as a machine

for exploiting them. This is not just a

view of those outside the government.

Zuhair Hamadi, a veteran opponent of

Saddam Hussein who was chief of staff

to the cabinet under Iyad Allawi, says:

“The ministries are beyond repair. Offi-

cials were corrupt under Saddam

Hussein but frightened to death of be-

ing executed. Not any more.” Even Ira-

qis were shocked to find that almost the

entire $1.3 billion procurement budget

of Ministry of Defense has disappeared,

according to Ali Allawi, Minister of Fi-

nance. He claims this was not just the

commission payments common in the

Middle East. “It is possibly one of the

largest thefts in history,” he said. “Huge

amounts of money have disappeared. In

exchange we got next to nothing, just

scraps of metal.”

The result is that the new Iraqi army

is poorly armed. It is common to see

young soldiers being driven through

Baghdad in trucks that look as if they

were built to carry hay or chickens.

When insurgents attack the soldiers with

machine guns or bombs they inflict ter-

rible casualties. Lack of security and

lack of electricity are the two failings of

the government most often raised by Ira-

qis.

Abdul Mohsin Shalash, the Minister

of Electricity, says that one of the big-

gest mistakes was to cancel all the old

projects that began or were about to be-

gun under Saddam Hussein and sign new

more expensive contracts. Iraqis on the

street cynically believe new projects are

initiated so officials can pocket fat com-

missions. Ibrahim al-Jaafari, the prime

minister, is being blamed for the multi-

ple failings of his government. Privately

and publicly he is denounced as  per-

sonally feeble, professionally incompe-

tent, and unable to unite his cabinet. The

allegations are hardly fair. The alloca-

tion of ministerial posts in the Iraqi gov-

ernment was decided after long negotia-

tions between the parties.  Jaafari can-

not fire ministers. His authority is lim-

ited. Jobs in every ministry are the pre-

serve of the party that runs it. The Inte-

rior Ministry was taken over by the Su-

preme Council for the Islamic Revolu-

tion in Iraq when the government was

formed,  and they are not going to give

it up.

There is a great sump of misery in Iraq,

and until the lives of people in (made low

case) general improve the political crisis

will not end. Given such deprivation and

corruption, why should soldiers fight for

the government (particularly if they only

joined the army or police for a job). Pov-

erty fuels the insurgency. Abu Mazen, a

lawyer in Baghdad, said: “I believes that

all kinds of crime nowadays in Iraq are

the result of unemployment so that peo-

ple who have no job are forced to become

criminals. The only part of Iraq that is

prospering is Kurdistan because it has se-

curity. Even prostitutes from Baghdad

have migrated to Sulaimaniyah on the

grounds that the capital is too dangerous

to work in. For all the billions of dollars

supposedly spent on reconstruction,  in the

rest of Iraq there are very few building

sites to be seen outside the three Kurdish

provinces. Businessmen throng the hotels.

There is a mood of nervy self-confidence

that just for once the Kurds may be on the

winning side.

Few other Iraqis share their optimism.

“The Iraqis are suffering from corrup-

tion, terrorism and occupation,” says the

veteran opposition leader Mahmoud

Othman. “Every year it is getting worse.”

Government leaders frequently travel to

Washington and London to give a rosy

picture of Iraq slowly emerging from the

present bloody chaos. Living behind the

walls of the Green Zone, protected by U.S.

troops and foreign security companies,

they seldom have little idea themselves of

life in Iraq. Jaafari, the prime minister,

must give 24-houradvance notice to his

security detail if he leaves the Green Zone

to visit President Talabani, whose heavily

defended house is a five-minute drive

away. Insurgents are tightening their grip

in Sunni-dominated districts in south and

west Baghdad. A policeman guarding a

petrol station in this area explained that

he was going home at 8 p.m. (instead of

8pm) “because the resistance takes over

then and I will be killed if I stay.”

Even while I was writing the above

paragraph in my hotel room in Baghdad

there was the sound of an explosion

nearby, making the window shake in their

frames. Pigeons sitting on my balcony rose

twittering in alarm. I thought of taking the

lift to the flat roof on the sixth floor to see

where the bomb had gone off but I decided

against. The uncertain electricity supply

has damaged the lift’s machinery,  and I

am likely to be suspended between floors.

I have also learned that one cloud of oily

black smoke rising over Baghdad looks

much like another.

An obstacle to the Iraqi, American and

British governments resolving the crisis in

Iraq is that at no stage over the last thirty

months have they been willing to admit

how bad things really are. This is hardly

surprising. Neither   Bush nor Tony Blair

wanted to reveal the depth of the quag-

mire into which they had so confidently

plunged in 2003. They also presumably

believed that at any moment they might

touch bottom. Iraqi governments, depend-

ent on foreign support, parrot whatever

they believe Washington or London wants

to hear at the time. Iraq is full of mirages.

In theory, a new Iraqi army and security
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forces are being built up towards the

200,000 level, but when Kurdish intelli-

gence counted a unit entering Kirkuk they

found most of the soldiers were not there.

Its men stayed home or never existed while

commanders pocketed the salaries of these

‘ghost battalions’. Much of the Iraqi gov-

ernment exists only on paper. It is more of

a racket than an administration. Its offi-

cials turn up only on payday. Elaborate

bureaucratic procedures exist simply so a

bribe has to be paid to avoid them.

The U.S., with Britain in tow, was al

ways going to be in trouble in Iraq.

They did not see that Saddam Hussein was

the product as well as the creator of fierce

ethnic, religious and regional tensions.

His demonic personality was not the

only reason why Iraq’s recent history is

soaked in blood. This mistake would not

have mattered so much if Washington

had not sought to persuade the U.S. pub-

lic that all was going to plan  in Iraq. A

set of milestones were devised – the

turning over of sovereignty to Iraq, the

elections, the constitution – whose pri-

mary purpose was to give a spurious

sense of progress to American voters.

Not surprisingly,  they show increasing

anger at being duped.

The most damaging consequence of

this pretence at progress is that it has

prevented the pursuit of more effective

policies. The fact that so many Iraqis

blame the U.S. occupation for their ills

does not mean they are right. But, hav-

ing spent most of my time in Iraq since

the fall of Saddam Hussein, I believe that

the biggest mistake being made by the

U.S.A. and Britain is a very simple one:

they  do not realize the unpopularity of

the occupation. No people wants to be

ruled by another. A foreign army pro-

vokes inevitable friction with civilians.

Jibes in Britain in 1943-44 against al-

lied U.S. soldiers – “overpaid, over-

sexed and over here” – are still remem-

bered. It is animosity towards the occu-

pation that provides political oxygen for

murderous, bigoted and fanatical groups

like al-Qaeda in Iraq led by Abu Musab

public,  government members claim the

insurgents are desperate men on the run

in the face of resurgent Iraqi democracy.

In private, they say that without 140,000

American troops the insurgents would

seize Sunni districts in Baghdad tomor-

row.

The other justification for keeping a

U.S. army in Iraq is that it is preventing

civil war between Shia and Sunni. The

danger of such a conflict is growing as

Sunni fanatics butcher innocent Shia.

Shia police commandos and the security

services kill former Baathists and Sunni

in retaliation. Civil war could come but

there is no sign that U.S. troops can or

will prevent it. The U.S. has imposed a

timetable for political developments in

Iraq that has more to do with American

than Iraqi needs. It has carefully avoided

proposing the only time table – a nego-

tiated withdrawal of foreign forces –

capable of reversing the spiral into chaos

and war. To do so might be too much for

the White House and Downing Street .

Such a commitment would falsify the

rosy and deceptive picture they have

hitherto presented, though to an increas-

ingly skeptical audience at home. It

would mean admitting that the U.S.A.

is not the sole superpower, able to gain

its ends in the world alone and with only

the UK as an important ally.

But if there is no withdrawal then the

war will escalate. The occupation exacer-

bates a crisis it purports to cure.   Blair says

British and American troops will stay until

the job is done, but their very presence means

Iraq will never be at peace.  CP

al-Zarqawi.

The Iraqi government will not stand

on its own feet until it knows the U.S.

and British troops are going. At the mo-

ment most of its members, aside from

the Kurds, lurk inside the Green Zone,

as sealed off from the Iraqi people as if

they had never left London or Detroit.

Ironically, Iraqi leaders probably exag-

gerate the strength of the insurgents. In

“The biggest mis-
take being made by
the U.S. and Britain
is a very simple one:
they  do not realize
the unpopularity of
the occupation.”


